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Abstract
The paper documents a case study in the de
sign and implementation of a robotic multiagent
system It illustrates known design guidelines
namely that the physics of the environment must
be exploited that behavior is the result from
the interaction dynamics between the agent and
the environment and that emergent behavior can
and must be utilised whenever possible But the
case study also challenges certain views such as
the subsumption architecture the need for an ac
tion selection mechanism the goaloriented design
methodology dominating the literature on plan
ning and the algorithmic style of writing control
programs Alternatives are explored in the form
of a cooperative parallel behaviororiented de
sign
 Introduction
An autonomous agent is a physical system that has its
own resources to operate independently in a dynami
cally changing real world environment The resources
include energy computational power sensors actuators
and body parts A multiagent system is an ecosys
tem in which two or more autonomous agents cooper
ate The paper describes an experiment exploring coop
eration in multiagent systems The experiment focuses
on individual cooperation such as found between two
birds that are rearing young rather than societal coop
eration as observed in insect societies Instead of tak
ing a knowledgeoriented approach in which the agents
make models of each other and negotiate through ex
plicit natural languagelike communication we explore a
behaviororiented approach  in which cooperation is
forced upon the agents by the environment and emerges
from the activities of individual agents McFarland 
has de	ned the biological background and motivation for
the experiment
Designing autonomous agents and multiagent systems
is notoriously di
cult The paper intends to illustrate a
set of design guidelines about which there seems to be
a consensus in the 	eld  a exploit the physics b
exploit the interaction dynamics between the agent and
the environment and c use emergent behavior when
possible It also illustrates some novel principles see
 for a more extensive discussion a use a cooper
ative as opposed to a subsumption architecture b use
parallelism as opposed to action selection c perform
a behaviororiented as opposed to goaloriented design
and d view control programs as dynamical systems
The 	rst part of the paper describes the main char
acteristics of the experiment The second part describes
the realisation in terms of physical robots The 	nal
part discusses the design guidelines explored in the ex
periment
 The experiment
The agents used in the experiment are relatively small
robotic agents  x  cm and  cm high They are
equipped with sensors motors rechargeable batteries a
central processor in the form of a small PClike com
puter and a sensorymotor board to ooad most of the
sensor and actuator processing from the main processor
Prototypes of the agents have been built using Lego
TM

technology 	gure  as in  or  A more robust
version of the agents which can operate for days in a
row is currently under construction
The 	rst two characteristics of the experiment center
around a single agent operating in an environment in
which it can gather energy but also bene	ts from weak
ening competition for the same energy The remaining
characteristics have been chosen to bring in a multiagent
perspective
  An agent can recharge itself
The primary goal of an autonomous agent is to sustain
itself This implies at least that the agent has at all times
enough energy to keep on functioning Each agent has
therefore a set of batteries and the capability to recharge
itself The environment contains a charging station with
two disks mounted on poles 	gure  The agent has
two charging rods sticking out one at the top and one
at the bottom When these charging rods make contact
with the disks current is drawn and the battery starts
charging There is a continuous supply of energy to the
Figure  Prototype of robotic agents used in the exper
iment The body has been built with LegoTechnics
TM

The main processor is a pocket PC computer inserted in
the robot body
whole system
  There is competition for energy in the form
of additional lights
There are lamps which are in competition for the over
all energy available in the ecosystem The lamps are
mounted in boxes installed in the environment 	gure 
They draw current from the same total energy source as
the charging station Lights can be diminished by an
agent as it knocks repeatedly against the box in which
the lamp is mounted Lights regenerate slowly after they
have been dimmed There are additional obstacles in
the environment which do not act as competitors for en
ergy but need to be avoided by the robot as it is seeking
out boxlights Energy stored in the charging station is
drained if all lamps are fully on Hence it is in the inter
est of the agent to move away from the charging station
to dampen the boxlights
The boxes as well as the charging station must be de
tectable by the agent The charging station emits blue
light and the boxes emit yellow light The agent performs
phototaxis using photosensors mounted on the left and
right sides of the body They are covered with 	lters to
be only sensitive to yellow or blue light
  There is an opportunity for cooperation be
tween agents
Obviously it would be bene	cial for the agent which
is recharging if there were another agent weakening the
competition for the available energy So there is an op
portunity for cooperation While one agent recharges
the other one seeks out boxes and pushes against them
to dim the lights In a 	rst series of experiments we use
two agents but a larger group is planned
  One agent cannot survive
Figure  The complete ecosystem consists of two or
more agents obstacles a charging station and boxes with
lamps mounted in them
The agents can cooperate but they are also in compe
tition and can potentially exploit each other One agent
may stay on the charging station while the other agent
dims the lights eventually running out of energy To
avoid this situation the experiment is set up in such a
way that one agent cannot survive on its own Conse
quently it is in its own interest to let the other agent occa
sionally get on the charging station Each agent has the
capability to emit sound and to perceive sound through a
microphone Using this capability an agent can indicate
that it needs to be on the charging station
 	 A balance must be sought between egoism
and altruism
An agent can help another agent get to the charging
station by turning additional light on so that the other
agent has better chances to reach the charging station
through phototaxis On the other hand when an agent
does not want another agent to come nearer and thus
risk that it will be pushed out it can turn o the light
on the charging station thus hiding the charging sta
tion for the approaching agent This way an agent can
help another agent 	nd the charging station and behave
altruistically but it should at the same time worry
about its own selfpreservation and so occasionally be
have egoistically
These 	ve characteristics in many ways parallel similar
situations in nature Seeking out the charging station
can be compared to foraging charging to feeding and
damping the boxlights to antiparasitic behavior There
is in addition the kind of cooperation we 	nd between
individual animals such as between two birds that are
keeping eggs warm on a nest and occasionally have to go
out for food  These situations have been well studied
in ethology and part of the case study is to make explicit

Figure  Hardware layout of the robot used in the ex
periment The sensors are two pairs of photosensitive
sensors  infrared sensors  bumper sensors a loud
speaker and a sensor measuring the energy level in the
battery The actuators are a left and right motor and a
loudspeaker
comparisons with known properties of animal behavior

 The behavior systems
The robot used for the experiment has the hardware
characteristics outlined in 	gure  We use a dynamical
systems approach to the programming of the behavior
systems using a programming language PDL designed for
this purpose  The Cbased implementation of PDL is
used PDL supports a set of quantities such as Right
FrontIR for the measured reection of infrared reection
or WeakenCompetitor for the drive to seek out com
petitors The quantities are frozen at the beginning of
a time cycle The value of a quantity q can then be
obtained by the form valueq Various processes can
add to the value of the quantity at the next time cycle
This is done using the procedure call AddValueq v
which adds the value v to the quantity q At the end
of the cycle each quantity takes on the sum of all the
added values The new values are sent o to the actu
ators and new sensory quantities are read in The PC
compatible processor used in the experiment is able to
execute  cycles per second for the complexity of the
programs discussed in this paper Integer arithmetic is
used for processor e
ciency reasons The range of values
for sensors and actuators is between  and 
  Overview of Behaviors
A behaviororiented design starts by identifying desirable
behaviors and then seeking the subset for which behavior
systems need to be developed In the present case the
following behavior systems are needed
  Forward movement The robot moves forward at a
default speed
  Touchbased obstacle avoidance The robot touches
an obstacle retracts and turns away
  Smooth obstacle avoidance The forward path devi
ates as the robot comes in the neighborhood of an
obstacle
  Blue phototaxis The robot is attracted to blue light
  Halt while recharging The robot stands still as it is
drawing current from the charging station
  Yellow phototaxis The robot is attracted to yellow
light
The behavior systems realizing these behaviors in inter
action with the environment are all active in parallel
Several of these behaviors will not be observed together
because they contradict each other For example re
traction in touchbased obstacle avoidance contradicts
moving forward The regulation which behavior is visi
ble depends mostly on the environment as perceived by
the sensors An exception is the choice between blue
and yellow phototaxis for which a motivational system
is used as explained later
The dierent behaviors implement the various func
tionalities translated to goals in classical AI needed
in the experiment For example blue phototaxis imple
ments go to charging station assuming that blue light is
mounted on the charging station Sometimes a function
ality emerges from the interaction of dierent behaviors
For example yellow phototaxis together with touch
based obstacle avoidance implements dimout competing
light in the presence of a box with a light mounted in
it Blue phototaxis together with touchbased obstacle
avoidance implements drive into the charging station in
the presence of the charging station A major point of
this paper is that the design of the mechanisms should
not focus on functionalities and de	nitely not on goals
but on behaviors
The rest of this section documents the dierent behav
ior systems For some behavior systems minor details
have been left out due to space limitations
  Forward movement
Forward movement is implemented through a stabiliser
 which adds or subtracts part of the dierence be
tween the current speed and the default speed As a

result speed always moves progressively back to the de
fault The default speed may be dierent for the left and
right motors because motors are not necessarily equal In
the present case the default is set at 
define DefaultRightSpeed  
define DefaultLeftSpeed  
AddV alueLeftSpeed LeftSpeed  DefaultLeftSpeed 
AddV alueRightSpeed RightSpeed DefaultRightSpeed 
   Touchbased Obstacle Avoidance
Two behavior systems in parallel ensure the obstacle
avoidance competence The 	rst one is based on the
bumper sensors The second one uses the infrared sen
sors Infraredbased obstacle avoidance is more e
cient
because it avoids bumping into obstacles but it is less re
liable because infrared reection gives only approximate
information about the presence of obstacles Obstacles
sensed in the back should also be avoided because oc
casionally the robot may bump into obstacles as it is
moving backwards or it may have to move away when
another object hits the back
Touchbased obstacle avoidance is accomplished
through a disturber  which increases speed in the
opposite direction and causes a rotation away from the
touch location to the left when touched left and to
the right when touched right On robots with trans
lation and rotation motors touchbased obstacle avoid
ance would be implemented by inuencing the speed of
the translation and rotation motors In the present case
we have a right and left motor so rotation is implemented
by introducing a dierence between the right and left
motor speeds
The inuence from touchbased obstacle avoidance on
the motor speed must be su
ciently strong to make the
eect of normal forward movement ineective In a co
operative architecture the forward movement behavior
system remains active at all times In a subsumption ar
chitecture the obstacle avoidance behavior system would
inhibit the forward movement behavior system
define Retract  defineDeltaRetract  
define Jump  define DeltaJump 
    When left front bumper touched  
AddV alueLeftSpeed Retract  LeftBumper
AddV alueRightSpeed Retract	 DeltaRetract
j LeftFrontBumper
   When right front bumper touched  
AddV alueLeftSpeed Retract	DeltaRetract
j RightFrontBumper
AddV alueRightSpeed Retract RightFrontBumper
   When left back bumper touched  
AddV alueLeftSpeed Jump  LeftBackBumper
AddV alueRightSpeed Jump	DeltaJump
j LeftBackBumper
  
 When right back bumper touched  
AddV alueLeftSpeed Jump 	DeltaJump
j RightBackBumper
AddV alueRightSpeed Jump RightBackBumper
Side eects
 The inverse translation progressively decreases be
cause the forward movement behavior system brings the
speed back to the default
 When the robot is touched in the front and the back
simultaneously it will not make any change in movement
because the inuences cancel each other out
Figure  illustrates this behavior We see that there
is indeed backward movement and a turning away to the
left The 	gure is taken with a camera from the top of
the robot arena A lamp is mounted on the robot and
the trace is produced by 	ltering the images coming from
the camera in real time
  Smooth Obstacle Avoidance
Smooth obstacle avoidance is implemented by the cre
ation of a repelling force 	eld similar to a potential 	eld
 based on the measured infrared reection This in
uences the motor dynamics in such a way that when the
infrared sensors on the left side LeftFrontIR and Left
SideIR are low meaning obstacle approaching there is
a turning away to the right and when the infrared sen
sors on the right side RightFrontIR and RightSideIR
are low there is a turning away to the left Low Middle
FrontIR causes inverse translation
AddV alueLeftSpeed
j valueRightFrontIR 	 valueMiddleFrontIR 	
j valueRightSideIR
  valueLeftFrontIR
j   valueLeftSideIR
  IRBackground
AddV alueRightSpeed
j valueLeftFrontIR 	 valueMiddleFrontIR 	
j valueLeftSideIR
  valueRightFrontIR
j   valueRightSideIR
  IRBackground
IRInuence is equal to the normal background infrared
so that there would be no impact from IRbased obsta
cle avoidance unless the perceived IR is dierent from
normal IRBackground
Figure  illustrates this behavior We see that the
robot now turns away from the wall instead of bumping
against it
As with many sensors there is a need for adaptive
behavior When there are a lot of obstacles in the en
vironment there is so much infrared reection that the
agent will move away from the area This is like us be
ing blinded by light to which our eyes adapt by letting
less light onto the retina A similar mechanism has been
introduced that brings down the amount of IR that has
been emitted and brings it back up when relatively little
IR is perceived

Figure  Touchbased obstacle avoidance and infrared
based obstacle avoidance Both are executed in parallel
with forward movement After a period the robot moves
away from an object it senses through the infrared sen
sors instead of bumping into it
  Blue phototaxis Attraction to the charging
station	
Phototaxis is achieved by the creation of an attracting
force 	eld which inuences the motor speed dynamics so
that the robot turns right when there is less blue light
on the left side and left when there is less blue light on
the right side The deviation is determined by subtract
ing the left and right yellow photosensor quantities and
multiplying by a parameter which determines the weight
of the inuence
AddV alueRightSpeed PhotoFactor 
j valueBluePhotoLeft  valueBluePhotoRight
AddV alueLeftSpeed PhotoFactor 
j valueBluePhotoRight   valueBluePhotoLeft Side
eects
 A regular zigzag behavior is typically observed see
	gure  This zigzag behavior is not explicitly pro
grammed for example by specifying that there must be
for a while forward movement then left turn to a cer
tain angle then again forward movement etc but fol
lows from the interaction between the agents internal
dynamics and those of the environment in particular
the changing position of the agent with respect to the
charging station
 The robot will end up between the walls of the
charging station and thus ready for charging due to
the interaction between the obstacle avoidance and pho
totaxis behaviors 	gure  As the robot is attracted
to the light it moves in on the charging station If it
bumps into the side of the charging station it will move
backwards and then try again This is a very clear ex
ample of an emergent functionality from the viewpoint
of the total system The parking behavior has not been
programmed explicitly although it could be but it nev
ertheless occurs reliably
 
 Halt while recharging
Recharging takes place when the robot is located in be
tween the two disks of the charging station and when
current is owing to the batteries to recharge them
Recharging starts up automatically as soon as the charg
ing rods mounted at the top and bottom of the robot
make contact EnergyInow is not directly sensed but
the robot can determine the EnergyAvailability The
quantity EnergyInow is then based on comparing the
change of EnergyAvailability over a time period The
EnergyInow is a function of the energy available in the
charging station and the energy already stored in the
batteries As batteries near completion less energy is
drawn
The robot must not move forward when energy is ow
ing in We therefore need an additional inuence on
the motor speed related to the availability of energy de
termined by testing whether there is a positive rate of
change in the battery charge
AddV alueRightSpeed
j   DefaultRightSpeed EnergyAvailability
AddV alueLeftSpeed
j   DefaultLeftSpeed EnergyAvailability
Side eects
 As the robot is charging the batteries will become
fuller and less energy will be drawn from the charging
station EnergyInow will decrease and the default for
ward movement inuence on the motor speeds will take
over Consequently the robot will leave the charging sta
tion
 If the available current is reduced as a result of
competition from the boxlights EnergyAvailability de
creases If competition for the energy from the lights
increases less current will be available from the charg
ing station and EnergyInow decreases As a result the
robot will automatically leave the charging station
  Yellow phototaxis seek out boxes	 and re
vised blue phototaxis
A motivation is an internal state which is a function of
sensed aspects of the environment and the internal state
of the robot It inuences the occurrence of certain be
havior by being a parameter to the dynamics Motiva
tions can either be explicit quantities or the quantities
inuencing the motivation can be directly used in the
dynamics of behaviors which are sensitive to the motiva
tion We need two motivations in the present case 
A motivation for energy comparable to hunger in ani

Figure  The 	gure shows phototaxis towards the light
source mounted on top of the charging station A char
acteristic emergent zigzag behavior is observed Notice
also the parking behavior which emerges from phototaxis
and touchbased obstacle avoidance
mals This motivation should increase as the amount of
energy available in the robot decreases  A motivation
to avoid energy drain This motivation should increase
if the amount of energy available from the charging sta
tion is low and a charging robot is still in need for more
energy
The energy motivation is directly determined by the
availability of energy measured and translated to the
quantity EnergyDebt This should play a role in the
strength with which the phototaxis behavior occurs The
EnergyDebt decreases due to charging The motivation
to stop the drain is more complex It should be a function
of the energy debt in the batteries and the energy inow
It should strengthen yellow phototaxis behavior and
decrease as the agent manages to put out the boxlights
First the blue phototaxis behavior is extended to be
come sensitive to energy availability
AddV alueRightSpeed PhotoFactor 
j valueBluePhotoLeft  valueBluePhotoRight
j EnergyDebt
AddV alueLeftSpeed PhotoFactor 
j valueBluePhotoRight  valueBluePhotoLeft
j EnergyDebt
EnergyDrain is a motivational quantity regulated as
follows
AddV alueEnergyDrainEnergyDebt  EnergyAvailability
AddV alueEnergyDrain
j Y ellowPhotoLeft  Y ellowPhotoRight 
j LeftBumper	RightBumper
The EnergyDrain quantity is then used in determining
the tendency for going towards the boxes and dim out
the lights
AddV alueRightSpeed PhotoFactor 
j valueY ellowPhotoLeft  valueY ellowPhotoRight
j EnergyDrain
AddV alueLeftSpeed PhotoFactor 
j valueY ellowPhotoRight  valueY ellowPhotoLeft
j EnergyDrain
Side eects
 As the robot is attracted to the yellow light there is
enough momentum that it will bump into the box thus
causing the light to be dimmed The bumping causes
touchbased obstacle avoidance and therefore retraction
but because the is still causing phototaxis a second ap
proach takes place etc
 Bumping stops when there is no longer yellow light
emmitted by the lamp associated with the box It also
stops when the EnergyDrain quantity has become so low
that infraredbased obstacle avoidance becomes stronger
 Discussion
The complete ecosystem with all the behaviors described
in the paper has been implemented and has been demon
strated to operate The system works with one agent as
well as two Observers unfamiliar with the design in
terpret the behavior as cooperative although no explicit
cooperation has been programmed Extensions of the be
havioral repertoire have been designed and implemented
so that agents can engage in communication and explic
itly decide to leave the charging station as a response
to a request from another agent This leads to a more
e
cient exploitation of the available energy These ex
tensions will be discussed in another paper
The case study illustrates some of the design guidelines
published earlier 
  The physics of the agent and the ecosystem is ex
ploited For example the momentum from forward
movement enforced by yellow phototaxis causes the
robot to bump into a box and thus dim the light
There is no dim the light behavior system needed
  The total design exploits the interaction between in
ternal and external dynamics For example when
the agent is charging there will be internally an in
crease in energy and when the competition from the
lights increases there will be a decrease in energy at
the charging station The agent does not model these
physical processes but its internal dynamics eg as
in the halting behavior system is in concordance with
it
  Emergent behavior is explored whenever possible For
example there is no explicit parking behavior It
emerges from the interaction between blue phototaxis
and obstacle avoidance
The case study also explores some novel design prin
ciples
 We use a cooperative as opposed to a subsumption
architecture Our approach has been to progressively
consider dierent behaviors each time adding more

mechanisms to achieve more competence This method
ology has been recommended by several researchers in
particular Brooks  But we see additional behavior
systems cooperating rather than subsuming existing be
havior systems A particular behavior system may never
inhibit the in or outow of information to another be
havior system and the eects of dierent behavior sys
tems are always summed In this sense the architecture
is a cooperative as opposed to a subsumption architec
ture
 We use parallelism as opposed to action selection
Many researchers assume that the overall activity of the
agent has to be split up into dierent mutually exclu
sive actions and that consequently there is an action se
lection mechanism necessary which selects what action
is the most appropriate at a particular point in time
 Instead we work from the hypothesis that behav
ior systems exert a continuous inuence on the actuators
by a large set of parallel processes The inuences are
summed As observers we sometimes see only one action
and not others but this is the consequence of properties
in the environment For example retraction and turning
away which is part of touchbased obstacle avoidance
will not be visible if there are no obstacles However
the action of doing obstacle avoidance is never explicitly
selected It is always there The same is true for all the
other actions observable in the experiment
 We perform a behaviororiented as opposed to a
goaloriented design There is a long tradition in AI to
perform design by identifying goals identifying actions
that can satisfy those goals and by then re	ning the
analysis in terms of preconditions and postconditions
Existing planning systems all operate with this abstrac
tion Also in more recent work on reactive agents a
goaloriented analysis has been proposed  Instead we
use a behaviororiented design approach The dierent
needed observable behaviors are identi	ed These be
haviors have as a side eect that certain goals will be
achieved if one insists on a goaloriented analysis For
some behaviors a behavior system is developed which
establishes the desired behavior in continuous interac
tion with the environment This behavior system is inte
grated with already existing behavior systems to ensure
that the mutual inuences are compatible and it is al
ways active
 Control programs are based on dynamical systems
as opposed to algorithms There are no sequential steps
control ow in the form of gotos conditional statements
timers etc Instead each behavior system establishes a
continuous link between a set of quantities and a set of
other quantities
The case study demonstrates that all these design prin
ciples lead to robust working systems Larger scale ex
periments are needed to see whether they scale up and
whether additional design guidelines are desirable
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